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Henderson Platen Die Storage
Safely store your dies and save money at the same time!

Henderson Platen Storage Racks, when 
configured with 1” T-Sections, can store up 

to 177 dies on three levels of storage.  
Horizontal beams are adjustable to fit 

desired die board size, and come in standard 
depths of 48” and 60”. Storage Sections are 

24” wide each, and can be ordered to fit 
existing warehouse shelving units.

Dies are suspended by 3/16” dia. x
1-5/8” long pins, holes can be 
lasered or routed into dies, or
drillled to accommodate.

(Below) Henderson Die Transport
carts offer safe transit for dies
from storage to press and back!

by Wagner Die Supply
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Relative Volumes of Henderson Plate
Die Storage Units 48” & 60” Deep.

All units are 10’ wide x 12’ tall.

We can all agree, dies are expensive.
Tooling costs are high and replacement of
rule, rubber and other parts can take time, and 
sometimes, lots of money. Not to mention the 
production down-time caused by misplaced dies 
and those damaged due to improper storage. 
Avoid the expense and delays - store dies properly 
in a Henderson Die Storage rack by Wagner.

How much do Henderson Storage racks cost? 
Let’s take a 48” deep Platen Die Storage Unit for 
example: It offers a safe, secure and efficient way 
to store your dies, and it only costs about 
$24/die. And, you’ll securely store up to 177 
dies in as little as 40 sq.ft.* of floor space! 

Henderson Die Storage Systems advantages:  
   Stores dies safely and in an organized manner, 
   allowing for faster location, retrieval and press 
   install of production-ready dies, resulting in 
   faster changeovers, reduced downtime and 
   improved productivity.  
   Easily-configure to match your specific
   die storage needs
   Easy to add-on to as your needs change, and
   available Transport Carts allow for safe and 
   efficient handling of dies from storage to press. 
   Storage Sections can be ordered to fit existing
   warehouse shelving systems.
   Storage Sections available in 1”-spaced 
   T-Sections, and  in 4” & 5-1/2” spacing for Bobst
   Stripping and Blanking jigs
   Assemble easily using common tools, includes
   label kit for easy organizing.

*60” deep units, will require 50 sq. ft.. of floor space.

Store up to 177 dies

 safely in as little as 40 sq.ft. 

of floorspace for $24/die!


